
Integrated Media Leader (100%) 
IKEA Switzerland, Spreitenbach 

 
 

Who are you 

As a person you are passionate about people, home furnishing, IKEA’s vision and continuously optimizing 

performance. You love to challenge the status quo and strive for new, unconventional ideas. Further, you are 

energized by driving business growth as well as by increasing customer value. 

For this role we believe you have minimum 5 years of experience in the Swiss media industry. Preferably you 

also have experience in retail (home furnishing sector), as well as in planning and following up on classical and 

digital campaigns (TV, radio, print, social, programmatic).  

You have broad knowledge of the Swiss media industry and paid media more general. You have the ability to 

define KPIs, to follow up on them and capture learnings to improve planning and performance moving forward. 

Furthermore, you have the ability to independently lead a project and implement desired actions with speed 

and simplicity combined with strong interpersonal skills. You have a technological understanding and love to 

identify new trends and business opportunities. 

Your responsibilities 

In the role as Integrated Media Leader, you are responsible for executing the multichannel integrated media 

strategy, maximising marketing ROI. You are also responsible for identifying audiences and media solutions to 

provide effective and efficient country marketing plans. As a supplement to our team, based in Spreitenbach, 

we are looking for a person with strong experiences in traditional media planning such as TV, radio, print. 

You will: 

• Act as a member of the Marketing team and proactively contribute to marketing plan in order to deliver to 

the common objectives and goals 

• Be responsible for the implementation of the Integrated Media strategy across paid, earned and owned 

media, on- and offline  

• Steer and control media plans (TV, radio, print, programmatic, social, SEA) and actively implement 

integrated always on campaigns together with the media agency 

• Support the Integrated Media Manager and other key stakeholders in creating data-driven programmatic 

campaigns. 

• Actively lead the media agency and support it in terms of negotiating paid advertising contract terms such 

as rates, placement, frequency etc.  

• Support Marketing Performance Leader with Media Performance analysis (including media auditing and 

cost-efficiency analysis), monitoring, reporting and optimizing campaigns and budgets based on learnings 

and KPIs 

• Actively cooperate with all key stakeholders within the Marketing team and beyond to secure integration, 

common focus and maximize impact  

• Be an active player in driving an open and sharing climate, be a role model of the IKEA values, and 

contribute to the transformation of IKEA 

 

 

Questions and support? Let’s connect! 
 
If you have job specific questions please contact Patrizia Lamprecht at patrizia.lamprecht@ikea.com 

We will continuously screen the applications during the next few weeks – your early application will be 
appreciated! 

mailto:patrizia.lamprecht@ikea.com

